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David Chang is again traveling the world, eating amazing and unusual food with his celebrity friends. But this time it's not for his Netflix series Ugly Delicious. It's for a brand new show called Breakfast, Lunch &amp; Dinner.The new four-part series is set to hit the streaming platform October 23, 2019, and it's primarily different from Ugly Delicious in the way it's
structured. Instead of focusing on a specific type of food in each episode, Chang will explore a single city in each of Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner's four episodes. While he learns about the city's culture and of course eats his most iconic dishes, the chef is joined by a fellow celebrity. Back in January, Chrissy Teigen shared photos and videos of herself and
Chang in Marrakech, and at the time only mentioned it as a secret project. Now we know they were filming what was going to turn into episode two of Breakfast, Lunch &amp; Dinner. According to the show's trailer, which Netflix released today, Chang will also visit Vancouver with Seth Rogen, Los Angeles with Lena Waithe and Phenom Penh with Kate
McKinnon.The release of Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner comes nearly six months after the announcement of a multiyear partnership between David Chang's Majordomo Media, Chrissy Teigen's Suit & Thai Productions and Vox Media Studios on developing and producing a slate of original food programs for Hulu. And it looks like episode two of this new Netflix
docu-series will be a small preview of Family Style, the upcoming cooking and talk show Chang and Teigen are producing and appearing in for Hulu at some point in the future. Get the most important news of the day from jv.dk right in your inbox. Get the most important news of the day from jv.dk right in your inbox. When Netflix first released Selling Sunset
in 2019, audiences weren't sure what to do about it. Was it a show about 90210 real estate or a show about catty fights? A quick binge of the Netflix original proved that the concepts were not mutually exclusive - backstabbing and selling property in Los Angeles going together like peanut butter and jelly. The hard brokers at Oppenheim Group are coming
back, and Season 2 is even heavier on the drama. In the second season of the truly underrated reality series, the lines of Hollywood brokerage are being redrawn as the reality show's stars struggle to be the best real estate agents in Los Angeles. Although women are technically on the same team, the competitive spirit among them is very much alive and
well. They chase the same properties, poaching the same customers, and doing almost everything to keep track of their game. Real estate is a dog-eat-dog world. Friendships among the sold-out sunset voices are just as stark. The rivalry between new girl Chrishell Stause (formerly Hartley) and resident HBIC Christine Quinn has been gaining steam since
we last saw them, and the season two trailer heralds an epic showdown between the two. Christine's With best friend Mary Fitzgerald is also on the rocks as Mary plans the wedding of her dreams. And as if things weren't already tense around the office, the company's newest recruit Amanza Smith has a tongue as razor sharp as her eye for design. Even if
you don't like real estate content much (join the club), Selling Sunset is a show that you can't miss. Be sure to catch up with Docusoap's spicy first season before its second installment drops on May 22. (Pocket-lint) - Netflix, the TV show and movie streaming service that has taken on regular tv stations of origin and shows new content, has announced that it
will be the exclusive home for the second half of the fifth season of Breaking Bad.The conclusion of one of the most talked-about TV shows of the last decade is in may and will soon be broadcast in the United States. AMC will be available on August 12 at a traditional broadcast machine, but rights in the UK and Ireland have been snapped up by Netflix, so it
will be available on demand in the two countries from 12 October. Netflix has been instrumental in making Breaking Bad the success it is - especially in the UK and Ireland, where it has built an audience and become a huge phenomenon, said the show's creator Vince Gilligan. I'm glad that fans there will be able to enjoy the end of Breaking Bad on Netflix so
soon after it airs in the US. All series of Breaking Bad - until the end of the first half of season five - are available on Netflix. You can almost cram them all in by 12 August if you go some. Alternatively, AMC put together a trailer for the recent Comic-Con in San Diego, blitzed through all the previous series in just over two and a half minutes. Warning though,
it's full of spoilers if you haven't seen the show before. Star Bryan Cranston recently said of the finale: There are no excuses. Written by Rik Henderson. Netflix has released the full, official trailer for Umbrella Academy season 2, teasing the next adventure for the family of reluctant superheroes - and somehow, it looks even more bizarre than the first time
around. The second season of The Umbrella Academy premieres July 31 on the streaming service and reunites almost the entire Season 1 team, as the team is now stuck in the 1960s with yet another apocalyptic event on the horizon. Along with trying to avert the latest world-ending scenario, the team must decide how to deal with the impending
assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy and the potential roles they could play in the civil rights movement sweeping the nation. On top of all this, they must contend with their own personal struggles and relationships, while fending off enemies both old and new if they ever want to make it back to their own time and - - figure out how to stop the
destruction of the Earth in Season 1. That's a lot to process, for sure, and the new trailer suggests the family of quirky heroes will have their work cut out for them. Umbrella Academy, one of 2019's surprising hits for Netflix, introduced a family of super-powered heroes who were adopted as the children of an eccentric billionaire and turned into a crime-fighting
team. After disintegrating during their teenage years, the team were brought back together decades later when their adoptive father died, only to have their old grudges resurface. The sudden return of a long-absent team member forces them to work their way through their differences, however, when he warns them of a looming, end-of-the-world event that
only they can prevent. The first season ended with their newly returned brother, Number Five, sending himself and his dysfunctional family through a time portal to an unknown destination in history. The show's cast features Ellen Page as Vanya Hargreeves, Tom Hopper as Luther Hargreeves, Emmy Raver-Lampman as Allison Hargreeves, Robert Sheehan
as Klaus Hargreeves, David Castañeda as Diego Hargreeves, Aidan Gallagher at Number Five, and Justin Min as Ben Hargreeves. New cast members for Season 2 include Ritu Arya, Yusuf Gatewood, and Marin Ireland. Editors' Recommendations At first glance, Joe is perfectly normal (his penchant for being extremely judgmental notwithstanding) – until he
crosses paths with a graduate student named Guinevere Beck (Elizabeth Lail) in his shop, that is. Immediately in love with Beck, Joe embarks on a long and deadly journey to remain by her side no matter the cost, leaving a trail of bodies in his wake. A year later, the second season of the romantic thriller is set for a release just in time for the holidays. We
finally get to be reunited with Joe, except he's not really Joe anymore. Our protagonist/real-life super villain has moved to sunny Los Angeles with a whole new identity (Will Bettelheim, he calls himself), and he's set his eyes on a new target: a woman unironically named Love (Victoria Pedretti from Netflix's The Haunting of Hill House). He has real chemistry
with Love, and like Will, Joe is determined not to let things go sour like they did in the past. But you wouldn't be you if Joe's love life wasn't just a little complicated. This season, his current obstacle is his ex-girlfriend Candace (Ambyr Childers), who we wrongly assumed was dead. She is on Joe's tail and will stop at nothing to get his revenge on him... unless
he makes her in first. With no one left to testify after Joe's New York killing spree - he quite literally killed everyone - viewers will be greeted with a whole cast of fresh new faces in LA. Joining Badgley and Pedretti on the West Coast are James Scully, Jenna Ortega, Carmela Zumbado, Robin Lord Taylor, Chris D'Elia, and Charlie two of the dormant hit Netflix
series will be available for streaming on December 26th, and it promises to be even even more more exciting than the first. And unlike Beck, you definitely want to double check the locks before you binge-watch this one. Check out the trailer for the upcoming season below: below:
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